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THANK
YOU
& have a beautiful, safe,
happy joy filled Christmas
with family and friends.
May 2015 see dreams
come true.
Thanks to everyone who
has assisted at the
courses, on the committee
and those who have
attended. Know how
much you are appreciated.

Another year gone and how blessed are
we to have our health, our family and
friends and to live in such a wonderful
country as Australia? I guess gratitude is
the theme for us at the moment. I am
grateful for all the amazing people on the
planet who do things to make a
difference, who do things to touch
people’s heart, the people who care for
others, those who give what they have to
help those who have less.
I am
continually inspired by the good on this
planet and I feel very honoured to live in
a time when change is inevitable
knowing we do have the technology to
turn the world around. I am especially
grateful for Robert and my family who
support the work I/we do, which often
means not seeing me/us for long periods.

From our hearts to yours
at this time of year and
always,
Merry Christmas

WHAT’S IN HERE?
CHRISTMAS
GODDESS MEETING
MIJ XMAS BREAKUP
THE PASSION TEST
TANTRA
NEXT GODDESS
DR WEISSMAN’S
NEW SEMINAR
SPIRAL JOURNEY
NEXT MIJ
BHUTAN TRIP
ANYONE
POSSIBLE GIFTS
FOR CHRISTMAS
and a bit more on the
Spiritual Shifts now.
so grab a cup of tea, curl
up and enjoy!

Diane & Robert
Watch these if you want your heart touched
http://rare.us/story/this-wwi-themed-christmas-ad-is-blowing-up-the-internet/
#TWCq773jirOGXyxS.01
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10200620930559644&set=vb.
131929868907&type=2&theater

SPIRAL JOURNEY
I only run this program once a year and it 2014 I skipped it so it is scheduled for
2015. It is probably the most profound work I do. Women love it. They make
extra ordinary shifts. Assistants love it. Food is delicious home made, organic,
healthy. The weekend is nurturing, healing, deeply transformative and has
limited numbers…. so if you want to do it (we have registrations already for next
year), please ask for a brochure. Come along and find yourself at the deepest
level of your core. If you want a brochure email me……
Spiral is the gift that teaches women how to be strong without losing their femininity.. to be safe in their
vulnerability and now to have a connection with themselves and with other women. Spiral has shown me
that women are truly a power to be reckoned with and when we all learn to love and honour ourselves and
each other, what an amazing world we will have. Kim W
Spiral opens the ability to tap into the higher self and divine blueprint of your soul. A truly transformational
opportunity to heal… if you want to take it. To love and accept yourself as you truly are. Melinda	
  B

Man's Inner Journey Workshop - A 2 Day Residential Program Friday,
Nov 6, 20154 7:00 PM to Sunday, November 8 at 6pm
After the last weekend we did which was incredibly successful and the participants loved it. we have decided
to do another, also in Melbourne, also residential at the end of the year. In this extraordinary residential
weekend workshop, men have an opportunity to invest in yourself, gain inner peace and give new power and
wholeness to your life and to all your relationships.
MIJ is suitable for any man of any age, any career. We had a gorgeous young man of 15, through to men in
their 60s and 70s. By experiencing MIJ you can typically expect to achieve greater:
• Insight – learn why you do, what you do
• Balance – gain greater perspective and the knowledge that you are not alone
• Inner Peace – learn that you are OK just the way you are
• Understanding – discover that there is more to life than what you had previously thought
• Self-Awareness – experience how those who understand themselves are wise
• Personal Power – release negative emotions about yourself
• Improved Business and Personal Relationships – improve relationships through insight and understanding
Price including food, accommodation & materials: $750 for Vic - $650 for other states to help with fares.
•
To find out more go to beyondtheordinary.net.au or book at: http://beyondtheordinary.net.au/mans-inner-journey/
INNER SILENCE RETREAT IN BHUTAN
My gorgeous Goddess friend Mala is taking a group on the trip of
a lifetime to the one place on my bucket list!!!! “Bhutan has a
special place in my heart. As a child I remember crossing the
River Manas in Assam, in a small wooden boat, to meet the King
of Bhutan (who was my father's friend) in his Summer Palace.
The King always loaded us with royal gifts and one of the silver
carved boxes still sits on my table to remind me of the beautiful
mountains and valleys of this Land of the Thunder Dragon.
It is therefore special for me that Mystic-Asia is presenting its
fifth Inner Silence retreat in Amankora, Bhutan, taking us to four
of the Aman lodges, driving through breathtaking mountains,
endless valleys and clouds close enough to touch.

GODDESS WITHIN CHRISTMAS CIRCLE
MONDAY DECEMBER 1ST
7.30PM REGAL PARK MOTOR INN,
44A BARTON TCE., NORTH ADELAIDE
Please bring a cushion (or you can sit on a chair, and if you want to, a gift for a child or
a tin of food or both.
**********************************************************************************

MEN’S GROUP BREAKUP
TUESDAY, 9TH DECEMBER AT 85 ANGAS ROAD, WESTBOURNE PARK
Bring food for the barbecue…Bring some tin food for those with less and a
Kris Kringle valued at $5.00
**********************************************************************************

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
LAUNDRY BALLS…. Never buy washing powder again. Special price $35
FOR THE MEN IN YOUR LIFE: MAN UNPLUGGED
A wonderful book written by one of our MIJ graduates, John Broadbent.
Fabulous book for men and women to read,

FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN HEALTH
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTH AND AVOID THE SICKNESS INDUSTRY
Brilliant book, my favourite
WE JUST GOT A SHIPMENT OF GLORIOUS CRYSTALS AND WANDS AND BEAUTIFUL CRYSTAL
HANGINGS FOR WINDOWS ALL REASONABLY PRICED.
If you want to see them, call and make an appointment.

FOR THE WOMAN IN YOUR LIFE …. Beautiful books: scarves, jewellery and more
call and make an appointment.
**********************************************************************************

BHUTAN INFORMATION CONTINUES….. WHEN IS IT: JUNE 6TH TO 14TH
INNER SILENCE IN AMANKORA BHUTAN It is therefore special for me that Mystic-Asia is
presenting its fifth Inner Silence retreat in Amankora, Bhutan, taking us to four of the Aman lodges, driving
through breathtaking mountains, endless valleys and clouds close enough to touch. You will be guided to silence
your mind in a way that not only reduces mental chatter but also helps to discover the inner silence that exists
within you. Layer by layer you will unfold this inner silence giving you tools for relaxation, de-stressing,
reducing anxiety and dissolving anger. This is a journey into self-discovery that could be the most exciting
journey you will ever embark on.
At the same time we will trek to cliffside monasteries, chant with monks, have traditional hot-stone baths,
visit Dzongs and understand the Wheel of Life. Sound Healing with Tibetan Singing Bowls is a new addition to
our retreat.
A country that measures its success on Gross National Happiness has to be special. Discover this last of
the surviving Himalayan Kingdoms before its too late. This year we have discounted rates form Amankora and
therefore I have to book early as I have only 6 lodges left. Let me know if you are interested to receive more
details for the 8 wonderful days we will be spending together travelling through the mountains, to four of the
stunning Aman lodges. Take further advantage and share your room to reduce your investment! If you can't do
these dates and would like me to organise the same meditation retreat for you and your friends on other dates
please let me know. MALA BARUA - mysticasia.in@gmail.com

THE POWER OF EMOTIONS
WITH DR DARREN WEISSMAN
2 countries 3 states!
2 opportunities to hear this amazing man!
NSW - FEBRUARY 26 - 7-9pm

https://sydney-talk-dr-darren-weissman.eventbrite.com.au

TANTRA BALI APRIL 20-25
If you know there is more to sex and love that what
you have experienced so far, then this might be for
you. It is a miracle to us to see couples shift and
change and regain the thing that got them to fall in
love in the first place. For others it just deepens
their relationship. Bali is a divine place to learn
about yourselves and how to create a lasting
relationship. 5-1/2 days of learning, laughing,
experiencing, all in a safe non threatening place. No
weird stuff, no nudity.
We are half full already and it is only November.
Interested? Ask for a registration form. Some
really cheap special fares to Bali right now too.
The best money you will ever spend on your
relationship, we guarantee it!

SA - FEBRUARY 28 - 2-4pm
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/the-power-ofemotions-with-dr-darren-weissman-in-adelaidetickets-13794462609

WA - MARCH 4 - 7.30-9.30
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/the-power-ofemotions-with-dr-darren-weissman-in-perthtickets-13697171609

SINGAPORE - MARCH 6 - 7.30-9.30pm
Why do so many people struggle with being stuck
in patterns of fear, overwhelm, self-criticism, lack,
and anger? Why does it seem so difficult to
change? The answer resides within your
subconscious mind. Come listen and find out more

FIRST TIME EVER HELD
The week we spent with you was life changing. You guys
are great and have something very special together, it’s
electric and addictive and we both thank you very much
for your time, honesty, integrity and professionalism. The
content of the course was fantastic, delivery perfect and
conclusion precise. You are wonderful people and we had
a ball joining you and comfortably say we learnt a lot
and our lives feel richer because of you two so thank you
very much! Combine this with a fantastic group of
people who we now feel privileged to call friends is
incredible. I would never have thought I would have said
before the course began. I can honestly say it’s the best
course we have ever attended and you all had a part to
play here so thanks. K & O - WA
Tantra was nothing short of incredible. On arrival, we
immediately felt safe with the other couples. The course
itself focused on forming a deeper connection with our
beloved partner. Oh how this pushed buttons within me!
The support was nothing short of incredible and I
constantly felt loved and un-judged by others. This
allowed me to continue peeling off the "walls" I had been
keeping up! I don't know of a time where I have felt
immersed in so much love in all my life. It made me
realise how much more there can be to my relationship
and I realised that true connection begins within me,
extends to my beloved and then flows out from both of us
to others What a way to begin to change the world!
Thank you so much. J&C

LIFELINE IGNITE
NSW FEBRUARY 27 - 9-5PM
SA MARCH 1 - 9-5pm
SINGAPORE MARCH 7 - 9 - 5
Here’s what you’ll learn while experiencing the
LifeLine Ignite:
* To observe symptoms of the body and stressors of
life as a conversation that will lead you from chaos
and confusion to clarity and a way to guide
symptoms;
* The 2 Golden Rules for manifesting with intention;
* An exercise for centering the mind, body, and spirit
to reconnect you to the present moment;
* You’ll learn a unique process called the “See Feel
Hear Challenge” that enables you to work
through reactive subconscious emotions;
* A 4-Step process that shifts reactive responses that
seem to come from nowhere;
* To use your imagination to create and discover new
feelings of hope, confidence, wealth,
abundance, gratitude, compassion, and more.

For more information go to
www.thelifelinetechnique.com.au	
  

GODDESS COMMITTEE - ASKING FOR ASSISTANCE
So it is that time of year again when I look for people to take up
positions on the committee.
It is easy, you get to commit to coming and thus you get to learn…
you get to come when you want to curl up and not be seen.
If you are interested in supporting this group that will be in its 26th
year in 2015, please email me…..
**********************************************************************************

THE PASSION TEST With Certified Facilitator Monika Brown
Friday January 30, 2015

When we discover for ourselves what we truly value at our core, this becomes the structural
foundation from which we naturally express our purpose and reason for being here.
Do you want even more JOY and PURPOSE in your life?
Learn a simple yet profound system to find out what's most important and true for you!
On the night you will discover……..
•

Incredible clarity of what is most important for you
•

•

The joy of reconnecting with your true self

A renewed enthusiasm for life, more vitality and a sense of living with purpose and passion
•

The secret of living a passionate life.....ALL the time

Your passions are the clues to your destiny, the keys that unlock the door to your purpose in life.
How closely is your life aligned with your passions? The good news is The Passion Test is one test
you cannot fail.
Monika Brown is a Certified Passion Test Facilitator and has shown hundreds of people how they can live a more fulfilling
and passionate life. www.allabundance.com Investment $60 (Normally $69.) To be paid in full before the day.

TIME: 6:30 PM doors open for 7.00 PM start. - 10 PM finish

Light, delicious, healthy, organic supper provided at 8:30 pm break

Venue: Rosefield Uniting Church Hall
2-6 Carlton Street, Highgate. Ample Parking. Off Fullarton Rd near the Ferguson St. Shops near Cross
Road. 2nd street on the right after Fisher St.
See http://www.julieway.com.au/presentations.html for a map to the venue
All Bookings and Payment to be prepaid to Julie Way. Please fill in form and send with payment to me at PO
Box address below or email your details to julieway@ozemail.com.au. I can also do Credit Card Transactions
over the phone. You will receive confirmation and receipt by email.
PLEASE PRINT ALL DETAILS CLEARLY ~ Phone Julie on 08 84439162
———————————————————————————————————
Name…………………………………..Phone………………………..Email……………………………………………………………..
Payment $60in full Paid by cash, cheque and credit card and /or for Internet Banking, contact Julie for details.
For Credit Card please fill in below.
Name on Card…………………………… ………..MasterCard or Visa Expiry Date. …./….
Last 3 digits on back of card CVN .….……. Card No …………/…………/…………/…………..
Please Return or Post to Julie Way PO Box 408 Torrensville SA 5031

We had Monika come and share with us at a Goddess evening and everyone loved it.
So here you are… An opportunity to play and learn a bit more about yourself. I loved it.

This is a spiritual piece from the amazing Aluna Joy.
Sorry it is so small but I wanted to get it all in!!!!!!
There is a turning point where the transitional pressure becomes so
strong, and we have lost any hope of having any control over it, that
we burst in and out of control with giddy laughter at all the things
that have caused us so much pain The cosmic relief valve is
coming! And when it does, we can embrace all the challenges, and
celebrate all the victories that we have achieved as we have traveled
through this quagmire of transformation.

The energy these past weeks has felt very confusing, fragmented, disjointed and fuzzy. Comfort zones are all but gone as we secondguess nearly everything, because we still don't have our guide book. Nothing feels familiar as old reference points are fading. We can
feel emotional and physical discomfort. We will either sink or swim. Fear will cause you to sink. Love will keep you stay afloat. It is
pretty simple if you can hold that focus and don't judge yourself if you can't.
Our new manifesting gears are not syncing properly just yet. We feel like we are spinning and grinding out of control, while our
newly downloaded jet engine programs are up and running on a new frequency and at warp speed. While the out of control feeling
permeates our lives, we are also feeling a huge inner push to get things done. But as we work, we find that doors slam shut, or we
need to make huge course corrections. We might be thinking and working on a few things, and then are dumbfounded when it all just
stops in its tracks. Yet oddly things are getting done . . . just not in the way that we had imagined. Welcome to New World
Programming 101! We are having another huge upsurge in our bandwidth. Step by step we are moving into a new reality, as we are
also letting go of the old one. Yep . . . all at the same time. Confusing huh? Imagine our world as a giant nervous system with an
uncountable matrix of nerves. Main nerves are very large and are connected to uncountable, mid-sized and hair-like nerves. Just like
a massive tree. Each of these hair-like nerves are connected to each and every thought that we have, and to every manifested thing,
idea, program, and belief system on Earth.
We are now experiencing the transition from one (old paradigm) nervous system to another. We are vacillating between the two. We
will experience multiple openings as we plug into our new, higher bandwidth nervous system, and, at the same time, we will
experience multiple closures to the old system. Sometimes these can feel like someone slammed the door on us at any given moment.
When this happens, we find that we can be dunked into a temporary void, and life in that moment can take a sudden and very
confusing pause. What where you just doing? These happenings will become common place and happen more frequently. Doors to
our old matrix will suddenly shut. The mind can go into overwhelm without a reality check of a "known" world. But these temporary
voids are meant to pause and shut down old down paradigms within us, one program at a time. This can leave us feeling stuck and
frantic all at the same time; all the while having a hard time communicating and even thinking straight. Focus! What's that? Are you
having trouble with nouns? The problem is that we still don't have the guide book to where we are going. We don't know if the door
is shutting, because we dropped the ball and lost our focus, or because we need to let go and keep our eyes open for all the good stuff
that is coming. We don't know if what we are doing is going in the right direction. But the push to create is undeniable.
We are getting obsessed about shaking things up, or things are things are getting shaken up anyway. We might reorganize and down
size, move things around, redecorate, toss out clothes, dump books and CDs. We might want to change our bodies, so we have been
called to change our diet and do a cleanse, and then go through a massive cheat cycle . . . and yet it all feels ok! We feel no guilt for
that pint of ice cream we just ate. Nothing feels like US anymore because it isn't. It is like we are searching for our new selves. And
we are! I am sure that these new selves are on the way, otherwise why would we feel this deep inner and utterly impractical push to
search and change to something we cannot conceive of just yet. Yeah . . . if you thought you might be losing your mind before, then
this time has ended all doubt. But we are not losing our minds. We are waking up in a new bandwidth.
To add to the confusion, if you pay attention, things are getting done in our lives; just not what we expected them to be. In fact lots of
what we thought would manifest is coming out somewhat different . . . and other times, simply polar opposite. The material world is
getting rebooted now, and we are the care takers of this reboot. It is time to physically reboot our lives, and what we do for ourselves,
we do for the world.
What does this mean? In the near future, we will come to understand and work with new frequencies and a
new world nervous system. But right now, we are feeling pushed hard to re-create our world and nearly everything in it. it will be
much easier to create outside the box while eliminating limiting thoughts, beliefs and patterns. We are being showered in new light
that has shaken the dust loose out of every corner of our being. We have felt the heebie-jeebies, fear, anxiety, worry, anger,
depression, etc. There is no going back. The only way out is through. To survive this return to oneness (sounds so weird to say this) is
to breathe, allow and trust. If you are not in the right situation, it will become painfully obvious, and if you don't shift, expect Spirit
to rearrange it for you. Find your tribe! Maintain your daily spiritual practices whatever that may be, but don't judge yourself if they
are not working for you anymore. They might not. Be considerate for those around you who are having a difficult time, but also
remember your PERSONAL BOUNDARIES! Allow any fear to move through you and know it cannot hurt you, nor have any power
over you. It is simply past primal, but scary, bits of memories. Stay in your heart. Your heart is your best compass. Trust Spirit…

